We investigate convergence of Hermite -Fej er and Hermite interpolation polynomials in Lp(0 < p < 1) for Erd} os weights.
Introduction and Statement of Main Result
For a function f : (a; b) ! R; 1 a < b 1 and a set n := fx 1n ; x 2n ; :::; x nn g; n 1 of pairwise distinct nodes, let H n n ; f] andĤ n n ; f] denote the Hermite-Fej er interpolation polynomial and Hermite interpolation polynomial of degrees 2n 1 to f with respect to n when de ned. Formally, H n n ; f] andĤ n n ; f] are the unique polynomials of degree 2n 1 satisfying H n n ; f](x jn ) = f(x jn ); H 0 n n ; f](x jn ) = 0 andĤ n n ; f](x jn ) = f(x jn );Ĥ 0 n n ; f](x jn ) = f 0 (x jn ) for j = 1; 2; ; n.
The subject of convergence of Hermite, Hermite-Fej er and Lagrange interpolation polynomials for various systems of nodes, is a well established and widely studied subject. See 1-12], 14-19], [22] [23] [24] [25] and the references cited therein. Recently there has been a resurgence of interest in studying convergence questions for functions which are de ned on the real line and may possibly be unbounded there. As polynomials are unbounded on the real line, it has become customary to study convergence questions in suitable weighted function spaces. Up till now, the choice of positive even weights w : R ! (0; 1) studied has been highly in uenced by the following density theorem whose form below is due to Carleson and Dzrabajan(see 20]).
Density on the real line. . To this end, we limit ourselves to weights and functions that cover natural examples and treat the general L p theory which is typically more di cult. As a by product of our investigation, we are, in some cases, able to recover the results of 16] under weaker assumptions than those appearing in that paper. The main feature of our weights is that they are even and of faster than smooth polynomial decay at in nity. For example, our results will cover the natural examples, ( We shall denote by E, the class of all such weights.
Interpolation points
As a suitable set of interpolation points, we recall(see 9]) that given w 2 E as above, there exists a unique system of orthonormal polynomials p n (w 2 ; x) = n (w 2 )x n + :::; n (w 2 ) > 0; x 2 R satisfying Z R p n (w 2 ; x)p m (w 2 ; x)w 2 (x)dx = mn ; m; n = 0; 1; 2;
with n real and simple zeroes which we order as x n;n (w 2 ) < x n 1;n (w 2 ) < < x 2;n (w 2 ) < x 1;n (w 2 ):
These zeroes will serve as our interpolation points which will again be denoted by n .
Recently Our main observation is that for Erd} os weights and our given set of interpolation points n , a weighting factor which decays as a negative power of (1+Q), is su cient for mean convergence of Hermite and Hermite-Fej er interpolation. 
